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When, in January 1939, I discovered the orgone radiation in the SAPA 
bions,' some problems confrontcd me which I could not solve in that early 
phase of my work. Electrical barteries went dead in the room where the 
radiating bions were kept. Instruments made of iron such as scissors and 
pincertes became magnetic. The smooth, steady glow of radium on the diais 
of wcist watches was extinguishe.d when I sat in the darkroom, and was 
soon rcplaced hy a vivid bluish-green ffickering. It struck me as peculiar that 
none of the usual electromagnetic instruments such as amtneters and volt-
meters, gave the slightest reaction to the strong radiation which I felt and 
could demonstrate objectively. Paper discs covered with fluorescent zinc 
sulfide (ZnS) absorbed OR energy and emitted a strong light of bluish-green 
colar when they were bent. This reaction disappeared when the zinc sulfide 
disc was ventilated in fresh dry air. Also, evacuated bulbs filled with argon 

1  Cf. THE DLIG,OVEM OP THE OACONP, Vol.II, pp. 70.77. 1948. 
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or helium would soak up OR energy and ernit light when a plastic rod 
charged with organismic OR energy was moved next to them. 

It seemed most peculiar that the OR energy had not been discovered long 
ago by the physicists, since, from 1940 on, I could perceive and demonstrate 
this energy also in the sou and in the atmosphere. Later on, 1 was atile to 
formulate an opinion concerning this: 

OR energy functions according to laws which differ greatly from the laws 
of mechanical and electrical energy. In Me realm of OR energy, Me stronger 
system attracts Me weaker system. The "orgonomic potential" is directed 
from the lower leve! or weaker system to the higher levei or stronger system': 
OR energy does not flow from an ameba to a bion, but, on the contrary, the 
ameba attracts the bion and withdraws its energy. When a charged electro- 
scope is touched with one's finger, the energy does not flow from the organ-
ism to the clectroscope, but, on the contrary, the organism (the stronger 
orgonotic system) withdraws the energy from the weaker system, the electro-
scope: the leaf collapses. A strongly charged cloud in the sky does not give 
off its energy to a srnaller cloud, but, on the contrary, it attracts the 'atter 
and incorporates it, just as the ameba attracts and incorporates a bion. In the 
OR energy accumulator there exists a continuous potential of heat between 
the higher temperature abone the accumulator and the surrounding air with 
its lower temperature (To—T = 0.1-1.5°F in a closed room). The special 
arrangement of metal inside and nonmetallic matter outside is sufficient to 
attract OR energy from the atmosphere and to maintain it continuously at a 
higher levei of action or concentration as compared with the average atmos-
pheric OR energy. 

These and many other similar facts contradicted the assumption that the 
mechanical laws of potential difference were exclusivc!y valid. The discovery 
of the OR energy opened a vast realm of nature where Me potential appears 
to be "reversed"; where the flow of energy or the direction of potential is 
from the weaker to the stronger system. Although these facts seem to contra-
dict mechanical physics, they are in agreement with the functions of "gravi-
tation" and of many basic biological processes, such as absorption of food 
sua in the intestines. The energetically stronger blood stream absorbs energy 
from the inside through the walls of the intestines. This fact cannnt be 

2 cf. Reid: "Cosrreic Orgone Energy and Efficr," Orgone Energy &JIM,: 4, 1949, PP-
143.159. 
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explained on the basis of mechanical laws of osmosis or otherwise. (Cf. THE 

DISCOVERY OF THE ORGONE, Vol. 11, pp. 307 ff.) 
Thus, two basically new facts were established in the course of severa! 

years of OR research: 
I. The orgonomic potential functions contrary to the mechanical potential, 

from the weaker toward the stronger system. 
2. OR energy is basically difirrent from electromagnetic ar mechanical 

energy, possibly even antithetical to it. 
These two facts gained increasing importance as the years went by. With-

out their recognition, not a single step further could have been taken in my 
work on the OR energy. They gained crucial importance in connection with 
the fim Oranur experiment In 1951, 

On the other hand, a connection between OR energy and electromagnetic 
energy had to be postulated. I had to assume that we were dealing with the 
basic cosmic energy, and that clectricity and magnetism were sccondary 
functions of this primordial energy; therefore, it was necessary to search for 
the "connecting link," the CFP (common functioning principie) between the 
general and basic energy process in nature and the special electromagnetic 
function. For many years this problem was before me, but I had nothing to 
say about it. The many different experiments did not reveal any trace of 
transition from cosmic OR energy functions to electrical or mechanical energy 
functions. Nevertheless, it seemed safe to assume that a simple electrical bat-
tery functions according to such a transfortnation of OR energy into electro-
magnetic energy. 

Although I had established the two-fold position: "OR energy is not elec-

tricity," and "There must be a transition from OR to electricity," my work 
became, for more than five years (1942-1947), the victim of an unpermissible 
negligente. As if unduly prejudiced, 1 hesitated to acquire a Geiger-Müller 
device to ascertain whether or not OR energy is identical with known forms 
of radiating energy. I regret having been so negligent for such a long time. 
As an inadequate excuse, I may mention the fact that a Geiger-Müller device 
costs scveral hundred dollars; that I had spent a great deai of money on 
OR research already, and that 1 hesitated to spend more money on an appa-
ratus which might only have proveu again that OR energy is not demonstra-
ble with devices designed for electromagnetic energy. My main arguinent 
was that the physicists who had worked with electromagnetic radiation by 
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means of the Geiger-Müller counter, would certainly have discovered the 
cosmic OR energy long ago if this apparatus were able to indicate its pres-
ence. Since 1 knew that such a discovery had nor been madc by the nuclear 
physicists; since, furthermore, what I had learned about "cosmic radiation" 
in the literature, especial!),  in the book by Millikan, did not fit any of the 
facts I had learned about the OR energy, I was not eager to obtain a Geiger-
Müller counter. 

The theory of cosmic rays claimed that the rays were coming to the earth 
"from outer space"; my own observations, on the other hand, taught me 
that OR energy does not "come from outer space," but is functioning right 
here on our planet. The theory of cosmic radiation claimed, furthermore, that 
rhere were only a few incidents of rays per square centimeter or inch, whereas 
my visual observations on the screen in the metal-lined OR energy darkroorn 
showed hundreds of bright rays per square inch each second. There was 
agreement only in one respect: The energies involved seemed tremendous as 
compareci with other types of radiation, as, for instante, radium ar Xrays. 
Therefore, the assurnption prevailed that the Geiger-Müller counter would 
nor give any results. 

But my consciente did nor rest. In the spring of 1947, I ordered two Geiger-
Midler counters from the electronic manufacturers Herbach & Rademan in 
Philadelphia: one, Model GLP-215, designed to be carried around and fed 
by batteries; the other, Model CMB-3A, designed for more exact work on 
electromagnetic radiation, fed by une voltage. My main objective was to 
find out whether these devices would react to OR energy, and whether the 
reaction would be the same as Mat to cosmie radiation, or. difierent. 

The Discovery of the Motor Reaction of 
OR Energy in the Geiger-Miáller Counter 

One Geiger-Muller Field Set, Mode] GLP-215, was dispatched on May 22, 
1947, from the factory in Philadelphia to my laboratory at Orgonon, Maine, 
and arrived there on May 31. I assembled the device imrriediately upon its 
arrival. It was important not to lei the device go unused in the highly charged 
laboratory for more than one hour. Previous observations had taught me that 
electronic tubes and other devices consisting of a vacuum, whether ar not 
they were gas-filled, and metal paris inside the evacuated space, would most 
quickly absorb OR energy, and therefore give different reactions than ex- 
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pected. I wanted to test the device first with its original function, nanaely, to 
indicate cosmic rays and Xrays. I have a small Roentgen tubo in my labora-
tory, but I had never studied any radioactive substances very thoroughly, 
except thcir scintillation effects, etc. I began to test the device by carrying it 
around in the main hal! of the laboratory, which is 70 feet long and 30 feet 
wide. Adjoining this hall therc is a specially constructed "Orgone Encrgy 
Room," lined with sheet iron and 20 x 18 fect wide.3  Through the earphones 

I could hear some clicks; about one ar two per minute. There was no increase 
of clicks when I approached the metal walls of the OR room or when I pui 
the metal cylinder which contained the counter tube into the two-fold or the 
twenty-fold OR accumulator. Accordingly, I was ar that time, firmly con-
vinced that the field set Geiger-Müller counter was useless for OR research. 
For many years, the temperature difference between the accumulator and 

the control arrangement was positive, varytng oniy with the weather as tu 

the number of degrees in Centigrade (To—T). There was no doubt, either, 
that the metal roam was highly active with atmospheric OR energy, visible 
in the dark on the special screen built for direct observation of the energy 
phenomena. It seemed most peculiar that such a delicate electronic device as 
the Geiger-Müller counter should not be atile to indicate this powerful and 
abundam energy. Ir seemed to confirm my point of view that OR energy is 
not electromagnetic energy and that electromagnetic devices fail to indicate 

OR energy. 
On the second day, when I tested the device again, the impulses were still 

fewer, only two in a period of about a quarter of an hour. During the follow-
ing ten days no more impulses were heard at all. The device was completei.; 

"dead." There were no reactions even in the vicinity of a small Xray source. 
After a few more days, I decided to write to the manufacturer to cancel the 
arder for a larger Geiger-Müller set which I had ordered some time ago, and 
to inform him that the field set had proved useless for OR research. 

I deposited the field ser on a tahle in the largo hall, about 15 feet outsidc 
the OR :oom. I gave up experimenting regularly with the counter. But I uscd 
to turn on the have...ries about once ar twicc every week, to sce whether any-
thing had changed. The Geiger-Müller counter remained silent for many 

3  This room had to bc disassernbled in March, 1951 aftcr the first Oranur expertment. 
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weeks. The counter tnbe was not taken out of its cylindrical metal container. 
Neither was the counter tube near or inside any special orgone-accumulating 
arrangement. I had reconciled myself to the seemingly cstablished fact of the 
uselessness of the device. 

Then, on August 8, 1947, at about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, 1 was passing 
the table wherc the counter was located; in passing, I turned on the battery. 
The pointer of Me impulse recorder (Cyclotrone) began instantly to turn 
with great velocity, about one fali turn per second. I was so thoroughly con-
vinced of the uselessness of the device, and so prejudiced against it, that I 
did not pay much attention to the rotation of the pointer. It struck me as 
peculiar, but the extreme speed of the rotation of the indicator, together with 
the failure of reaction over a period of more than two months, made me think 
that something had gonu wrong with the device; that perhaps conrections 
had become loose and the turning of the pointer was due to some direct 
action of the battery. This was, of course, a wrong idea, as I soon found out 
when I thought the matter over. My prejudice was so strong that I forgot all 
about it the test of that day. I did not think of it until the next morning when 
I re-entered my laboratory. I turned on the voltage again, and the impulse 
recorder reacted again with about one full revolution, corresponding to 
100 impulses per SECOND. I did not understand it at all. I knew that the 
usual reaction of the impulse recorder to Xrays or cosmic rays amounted to 
only a very few, from 12 to (the usual) 20-25 impulses per minute. There was 
no atomic pile in the viciniry, and even if there had been, the reaction would 
still have impressed one as increclible. 

Slowly it dawned on me that this was a major discovery, possibly Me action 
• of a motor force in OR energy. I felt that only the rapid whitish rays, which 
I knew so well from observations on the screen in the darkroom, could 
account for the rapid rotation of the pointer, if no baste error was involved, 
And I was vcry much inclined to believe that some crror was involved. That 
same morning I registered about 6000 CPM (counts per minute), and the 
next day, on August 10, 1947, I ()Me counted as many as 2000 impulses in 
15 seconds. 

I continued testing the device on August 11, between 6 and 9:30 A.M. The 
counts were increasing from 125 to 134 and even 162 PER sumais, ar about 
10,000 CPNI. The previous day I had consrructed a special cylindrical OR 
energy accumulator consisting of an outer layer of rock wool, a medium 
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layer of steel wool, an inner second layer of rock wool and an innermost 
cylinder of sheet iron. I intended to widen the scope of my controls, but I 
was afraid of losing the phenomenon and of being unable to find it again. 
Therefore, I decided to execute a legal document on the cvent before further 
experimentation, especially before extinguishing the reaction. 

My office called the lawyer's Office, Mills and Mills of Farmington, Maine, 
44 ruiles away. Between 2 and 6 o'clock in the afternoon ai August 11, 1947, 
I demonstrated the revoiutions of the pointer on the recorder to Dr. Theodore 
P. Wolfe, Mr. Tom Ross, the caretaker of Orgonon, the lawyer Peter Mills 
and my assistant, Miss Ilse 011endorff. The documento was drawn up and 
sent out during the following days to be deposited with several people and 
offices. 

In experimenting with OR energy, one mus: be prepared to encountcr 
most unusual reactions. There is nothing one has iearned in mechanical 
physics ar astronomy about such phenomena. The safest way to proceed is to 
orient oneself in accordance with biophysical phenomena. For instante, if 
one expects instantaneous reactions from nuning switches on and off, one is 
usually wrong. If one waits patiently for days or even weeks, one rnay obtain 
satisfactory results. This is the reason why I warn against "control experi-
ments" by mechanistically operating scientists. They are not accustomed to 
the type of functioning that is typical for OR energy. A mechanistically 
oriented nuclear physicist would have turned on the switch aí the Geiger-
Müller Field Set with the counter tube in the neighborhood of an accumu-
lator, expecting some sudden reaction. I did the same; but I was acquainted 
with the slowness of all orgonotic processes, and therefore, I continued to test 
the device for over two months; whereas, the mechanistic physicist, used to 
electronic functions, probably would have given up when no reaction occurred 
at once. 

THE COUNTER TUBE HAD FIRST TO SOAK PULI. WITH ORGONE ENERGY IN ORDER TO 

ABLE TO INDICATE ORGONE IN TI-IE vzonarrr. 
An argon gas tube will give no lumination shortly after having been 

brought into the laboratory. If, however, one keeps this same gas tube in the 
metal-lined OR energy room for a few weeks, it will sooner or later, depend-
ing upon the prevalent atmospheric conditions, react with strong lumination 

4  Cf. Orgone Energy Bullesirs, fartum 1949. p. 8. 
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to a plastie rod charged with OR energy from the hair, moved siowly along 
the Cube. 

Another importam point is this: One fails in OR physical experimentation 
if one works with the electrical theory of "positive" and "negative" charges. 
One succeeds if one adheres to the specific interaction of "two orgonotic sys-
tems"; they are not charged in opposite direction5, but with one and the 
same type of non polar charge. But there must be TWO orgonotic systems 
if any reaction is to occur. 

Another point of great importante is the reversa! of potential: The higher 
charge attracts the weaker charge. This energy principie also proved correct, 
as the work proceeded, with the Geiger-Müller counter. 

Let us summarize the principies of thought which were applied in the 
discovery of the orgonotic motor force: 

1. OR energy does not foliou' the principie of positive and negative charges 
but that of the interaction of taro "orgonotic systems." 

2. In OR energy processes Me stronger system attracts the weaker system, 
or expressed in a digerent way, the potential is directed from Me lower to the 
higher charge: ORGONOMIC POTENTIAL. 

3. OR energy is hasically digerem!: from electromnagnetir energy. 
The first principie seemed valid in ali biophysical functions. 
The third principie was a necessary assumption if the existente of a basic, 

universal, all-pervading cosmic energy was to be sustained on the basis of 
the orgonotic phenomena. 

The second principie was based on microscopic and electroscopic phenom-
ena, but it was unsatisfactory. The Iogical question foliowing this principie 
was: If the potential is directed from the lower to the higher levei of energy, 
is there any lirnit to the increase of energy levei? Does the charging process 
continue ad infiniturn? And, if not, as it was necessary to assume, what kind 
of function limits Me charging process? A living organism, it is true, keeps 
a higher levei of energy functioning than the surrounding environment. But 
it does not continue raising its energy levei indefinitely. It shows a certain 
constant levei of functioning, a plateau, so to speak. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to assume that there also exists in orgonotic functioning the opposite 
direction of energy flow or discharge from Me higher to the lower levei, 
the classical mechanical potential, from high to 10W. 

The functional thought model for the solution of chis problem was the 
foliowing: 

2. Orgonotic copocity levet 

meilieme~1~1. 

3. Mechçnicol 
4 	potentiol 

ge 

temeielee4~~ ~EM 

Energy levei of environment 

Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the (MANE ENERGY METABOLISM and the ORGO-

Noric (REVEASED) POTENTIAL, denved from living orgonotic systems and applied in 
nonliving orgonotic systems. 

The orgonotic potencial from the lower to the higher levei operated in the 
direction of A —, B. A constam energy levei was maintained on the plateau 
B --> C. The height of the plateau B —+ C as compared with the levei A --* D 
would differ with different orgonotic systems, but its basic principie would 
remain the same: A certain dynamic (not static) CAPAC!TY of the special orgo-
notic system. The reversai of the potential from the direction Low —+ High 
to the direction High 	Low would occor at C and would function from 
C --+ D. It would represent the well-known physical principie of ENERGY 

DISCHARCE through a potential from the higher to the lower, or from the 
stronger to the weaker system. Thus, there would exist an OR ENERGY METAB-

OLISM in the living organism as well as in the OR accumulator or in any 
other type of orgonotic system. 

This energy metabolism is of a functional nature, i.e., constantly shifting 
its energy contem, and keeping a certain levei above the surrounding atmos-
phere within certain limits of variation. Charge and discharge of OR energy 
would, accordingly, constitute the two variations of the common functioning 
principie (CFP) of ENERGY METABOLISM. 

A1 
A+( 

A2 

In hio-energetic functioning we have encountered this sequente of charge 
from low to high and d:scharge from high to low in the function of the 
orgasm. This basic bio-energetic function has since remained with us as a 
guiding line in ali orgonomic investigations and will remain with us for a 

9 
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iong time to come. Its sequente in biology is Charge 	Discharge through 
CONVULSION. 

The principie of a charge before discharge without an artificial supply of 
energy is unknown in rnechanistic energy functions. Yet it is an essential 
characteristic not only of living functioning bus also of many functions in 
nonliving nature. A planes or a fixcd star also keeps its energy levei con-
tinuously higher than that of the environment. 

The problern of the reverscd or orgonotic encrgy potential was not solved 
practically until tcn months later when the orgonotic motor force actually 
set a motor system into motion. The relationship of OR energy to electro-
magnetic energy was utterly obscure; I did not understand it at ali at that 
time. lis final solution operted up a vast field of technical potentialities. 

Let us now return to cair experiments: 
A strongly charged metal-lined OR energy room was a fero feet away from 

Me counter. My plan was to test the phenomena in the vicinity of the OR 
energy room first before making teses in a building which did not contain any 
arrangements for the concentration of atmospheric OR encrgy. 

I observed the rotation of the pointer in the impulse record for another 
three days. Then I called up the manufacturer, Mr. Rademan in Phila- 
delphia, told him the basic facts and asked him what was the fastest rate of 
action achieved so far on 	 countcrs with atomic energy. Mr. 
Rademan told me that the greatest speed so far was around 50 impulses 
per second or 0.5 rotations per second (. 3000 cpst). The average in my 
laboratory at that time was about 1.15 full rotations per second, or 6-8000 CPM. 

Two facts had to be cstablished beyond any doubt: 
1. Was any error involved? Had Me counter device gone wrong? 
In order to answer this question satisfactorily, I ordered a second, more 

precise Geiger-Miiller counter, Mudei CMB-3A from the same firm. 
2. Was the motor force which made Me mechanism of the impulse =arder 

turn at the rate of abou! 120 impulses per second purely orgonotic in its naturc, 
or was there any kind of cornbination with electromagnetic energy at work in 
Me device? 

It was fairly safe to assume at that stage of experimentation that OR energy 
somchow was transformed into electromagnetic energy, and thus, further-
more, was changed into mechanical energy. Bur Did the OR energy in the 
counter tube and in the surrounding air do the turning itself, or was it only 
excrting electromagnetic energy in the electronic tubes, thus making electricity 
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turn the wheel? These questions could not be answered at that time. 
On August 14, 1947, 1 decided to "kill" the reaction of the counter tube by 

taking the tube out of the metal cylinder in which it was located. I found the 
following facts: 

1. As soon as the counter tube was outsidc the metallic cylinder which 
ohviously had acted as an OR energy accumulator, the rotary rcaction failed 
to appear. The impulse counter was ineffective. This was repeated many 
times, always with the same result. 

2. The reaction reappeared instantly when the counter tube was inserted 
into the metallic container or was pus naked into the cylindrical OR accu-
mulator. 

3. h struck me that a humming noise would set in when I approached my 
hand to the handle of the counter tube or when 1 touched it with my fingers. 
Afy body OR energy had some eflect on the action of Me counter tube. Later, 
this observation turned out to be the key to the probiem of the quantum 
action in hio-energy. 

4. The rotation of the pointer would set in instantly when I brought the 
naked counter tubo dose to the OR accumulator walls or even to my body. 
The reaction stopped instantly when the counter tube was removed from the 
accumulator beyond a certain distante, approximately two feet. My body 
reacted the same way as Me OR accumulator, exciting Me counter tube. This 
functional identity betwecn a living and a nonliving OR function was 
familiar to me. I had seco it oftcn bcfore on other instruments. 

I was satisfied to be able to "kill" the effect and to regain it at will. 
On August 19, 1947, I transferred the instrument from the bali to the 

inside of the OR energy mora. The phenomena were basically the same as 
ourside, only slightly stronger. The pointer moved a bit faster. The naked 
counter tube gave no reaction on the impulse counter when it rested ao the 
table. But it rcacted instantly when it was brought near the OR energy 
accumulator on the same table, or when it was brought near the organism. 
The same reaction occurred with several other persons who were present 
in the laboratory. 

On August 21, I received a shock when I touched the handle of the counter 
tube. The battery was not turned on. I did not understand it. 

It would, at this point, be useless to try to explain the orgonotic action by 
the mechanism of the special GM counter. The mechanism would be under-
stood in terras of the energy action; and about this we know nothing at ali. 
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Therefore, we must forego discussions of GM diagrams until we find the 
bridge from OR energy to electromagnetic dynamics, if at all. 

1 observed that before Me onset of rain, the reactions of Me impulse counter 
were weaker; the pointer turned more slowly or with more eflort. This fact 
was in agreement with other well-known orgonotic phenomena, such as the 
temperature difference To—T becoming smaller and the electroscopic dis-
charge accelerating in had weather. As soon as the raie stopped, the reaction 
became faster again, apparently due to the liberation of orgone energy from 
the clouds. 

1 succeeded in making some further importam observations: 
I could weaken the reaction and even make it disappear by putting the 

naked counter tube in thc fresh air overnight for about 24 hours. 
1 could strengthen the reaction by putting the counter tube back in!-) the 

orgone accumulator. 

Since water is capable of taking away all effects of the OR energy, I ran 
water over the surface of the counter tube. This had a strongly diminishing 
effect. 

After having extinguished most of the sensitivity of the countcr tube, I let 
it charge up again in the metal room and proceeded to make observations in 
complete darkness. Working in the darkroom is most important. h is the 
most convincing and productive way to find things out in OR research by 
visual observation. 

1 transferred the GM counter to the inside of the metal room. On severa] 
evenings, observations in the dark were made in the presence of several other 
persons—observations which answered some importam questions. 

I am accustomed to sitting in the orgone metal room for about two hours. 
After that period, the OR energy betumes so excited that I must leave the 
room. The first evening when the GM counter was in the orgone room, I had 
to interrupt the observations after only twenty minutes. The air was very 
"heavy," the "pressure," as we are accustomed to cal] the perception of can-
centrated OR energy, was unbearable. 1 had time cnough to see clearly that 
the motion of the blue-gray luminating "clouds" was much faster than usual. 
The sparks, like small flashes of lightning, were moving rapidly, appearing 
and disappearing, rhrough the room. They indicated strong excitation of the 
OR energy. 

The next evening the riddle was solved: 

This time we managed to sit in the metal-Iined room for nearly an hour  
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and a half, and we could secure important observations. I had not turned on 

the voltage of the Geiger-Müller countcr until after about three-quarters of 

an hour. Before using the Geiger-Müller counter the previous evening, 1 had 

worked with it in the OR room for many hours during the day: Therefore, 

Me exciting factor was the high electrical voltage! As soon as I let the induc-

tion coil operate again, the same phenomena appeared which had batfled me 

the previous evening: The motion of the orgonotic clouds became faster; there 
was a tendency for there orgonotic clouds to form narrow, strongly lumi-

nating streaks. The broad patches of OR clouds were concentrating more 

rapidly than usual. Finally, strong, lightning-like quick sparks crossed the 
roem in ali directions, the air became very heavy, and we had to leave the 

room soon thereafter. 
I had learned some new and very important facts about the functioning of 

OR energy: 
ELECTRICAL ENERGY EXCITES OR ENERGY AND CAUSES IT TO CHANCE FRONI THE 

STATE OF CLOUDY PATCHES TO THAT OF QUICK WHITISH RAYS. 

Until then I had thought that the atmospheric OR energy consisted of three 

distinaly difierent kinds: blue-gray, foggy patches which had a very slow, 
cloud-like movement; deep blue-violes light points which moved along curves 
similar to spinning waves; and, third, bright whitish sparks or small flashes 
of lightning which appear clearly as tiny fireworks on the screen of the 
orgonoscope when a very dim green light is turned on. Now it became most 

probable that there is only ONE type of OR energy which changes irs appear-

ance and form according to difierent conditions. Very much remained hcre 

to be clarified. 13ut the fact could be safely estahlished that ELECTROMAGNETIC 

ENERGY IS "ANTITHETICAL"  TO OR ENERGY, as if "in disagreement" with it; they 

contradict, extinguish or excite each other. This observation will be of great 
value when thc attempt is made to understand the interaction of high clectri-
cal tension and concentrated orgone energy within the operating gas-filled 
counter tube. We shall be able to estahlish a functional identity between the 
phenomena in the dark metal room and certain phenomena pertaining to 
atmospheric OR energy in its excited state, e.g., during sheet lightning with-
out clouds, and during thunderstorms with lightning. It will be shown later 

that chis observation became une of the main guiding lines toward the dis-
covery of the orgonotic motor force. And finally, the severe ORANUR reaction 

(cf. p. 278ff.) is comprehensible only in the light of there preliminary 

observations. 
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Let us return to the further der.lopment of our experirnents. 
After a few days, I took the field set counter out of the OR room and 

deposited it again in the hall outside. I detachcd the counter tube and put it 
on the porch in the open fresh air. Tests after 24 hours' ventilation showed 
that the motor force had nearly died out. There were only a few impulses 
which were unable to make the pointer turn continuously. 

1 began to test the larger counter set immediately after its arrival, in arder 
ro determine its functioning before the new counter tube could soak itself 
full of OR energy. I kept the new counter tube outside the building in the 
fresh air. The new device was located about 15 feet outside the wall of the 
OR energy room on a wooden table. The first test gave: 

42 CPM to radium on my wristwatch 
36 CPM to a small Xray tube 
20 CPM ro a one-cubic-foot UR accumulator 

with the counter tube naked inside. 

The threshold voltage was 750 volts in all three tests. 

In the early afternoon, the reaction of the new counter tube to the air in 
the hall was already 25, and a few hours lazer 36 em at a threshold voltage 
of 700 volts. Radium from my watch dial accelerated the reaction. But it 
should be kept in mind that my radium dial was exposed for many ycars to 
the effects of OR energy and is, therefore, an unsafe source of nuclear radi-
ation (NR) for control. 

On August 29, 1947, at 6 A.M., the reaction was around 30 CPM with the 
counter tube free and removed from special orgone concenrration, at a 
threshold voltage of 650 volts. The counter tube was kept in the fresh air 
outside the laboratory building in the intervals between the tests. 

At 9:30 A.M. the same day, the speed was 24 craq with 650 volts. 
Increase of voltage from 650 volts by ¡timps of ca. 25 volts each up to a 

total increase of 250 volts, gave no marked change in the speed of reaction. 
At 11:15 A.M. the same day, I transferred the new Geiger-Müller counter 

to the OR metal room. The counter tube was left outside the building during 
the intervals between the tests. The rate was Me same inside the OR room as 
outside, ca. 25-30 CPM. No tendency to rotation of the pointer could be ob-
served with higher voltage up to 1500 volts. Therefore, ihe observed rotation 
effect had nor been due to higher voltage, as some anxious "critics" glibly 
remarked when they saw the GM reaction of OR energy. 

ORGONOTIC SOAKING 	 2 t 5 

At 3 P.M. the same day, the rate increased to 48-50 CPM ar ca. 725 volts. No 

tendency to rotation could yet be observed. The counter tube had noz soaked 

up OR to a sufficient degrec to produce rotation. But the speed of ca. 50 CPM 

was in itself rernarkabie. It was higher than the usual reaction to OR-
influenced radium, Xrays or "cosmic rays." It should be noted that no reliable 
tests with three sources of radiation can be made when a building contains 

orgone energy accumulators or even an orgone metal roam. 

At 4 P.M. the same day, I put the counter tube Moa a one cubic foot, double 

layer accumulator and left it there in arder to speed up the charging process. 

At 9 A.M. the same day, I counted 24, 32 and 48 CPM. Then, suddenly, after 

a short pause, thcre was a "burst" of 60 impulses per second, or 3600 CPM for 

about three seconds. The pointer made nearly one full revolution per second. 

Then the previous rate of 0.8 per second, or 48 CPM continued. The counter 

tube had apparently dischargcd a small amount of accumulated orgone 

energy. 
The following table gives the results of the measurements from A ugust 30 

to September 8, 1947. Continuou: slow rotation appeared for Me first time 

on August 31 at 3 P.M., three days atter arrival of the counter, with ca. 1500 

CPM or 25 per second: 

No. 
o] 

tem 
Date 
1947 Time CPM Vok$ 

Thresholds 
40d Oprimtd171 

Mcasuring 

1 Aug.30 6 A.M. 33 700 threshold 

2 Aug.30 6 A.M. 63 750 (M.T.) 

3 Aug.30 6 A.M. 60 850 Optimum 
(M.0.) 

4 Aug.30 12 33 700 

5 Aug. 30 12 A.M. 33 750 

6 Aug.30 12 A.M. 33 775 

7 Aug, 30 12 A.M. 33 800 

8 Aug. 30 12 A.M. 50 800 

9 Aug.30 8:30 P.M. 50 750 

10 Aug. 30 10:30 P.M. 60 8(X) 

11 Aug. 31 10:30 A.M. 60 775 

CO fidit101“ 

Cloudy, rainy day, tube 
in accumulator 

Sunny, tube in accu-

mulator 
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No. 
of Date 	 Thresholds 

teso 1947 	 Troce 	CP LI 
	

Volts and Optimam 	Conehnons 

12 Aug. 31 10:30 A.M. 110 800 	M.O.• 
13 Aug. 31 10:30 A.M. 120 800 

14 Aug. 31 2 r.st. 60 700 
15 Aug. 31 2 P.M. 60 750 	M.T. 
16 Aug. 31 2 P.M. 70 750 
17 Aug. 31 2 P.M. 185 800 
18 Aug.31 2 P.M. 250 850 	M.O. 
19 Aug. 31 2:30 P.141. 770 900 
20 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 1450 1000 	R.T. I!! 

21 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 1500 1050 
22 Aug. 31 3:30 r.st. 1500 1000 
23 Aug.31 3:30 P.M. 1500 900 R.O. 

24 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 45 750 
25 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 140 800 
26 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 1050 900 
27 Aug. 31 3:30 P.M. 1830 1000 	R.0.11 
28 Aug. 31 8-8:30 P.M. 35 650 M.T. 
29 Aug.31 8-8:30 P.M. 55 700 
30 Aug. 31 8-8:30 P.M. 46 700 
31 Sept. 	1 10-11:30 A.M. 56 750 

32 Sept. 	1 10-11:30 A.st. 64 750 M.O. 

33 Sept. 	I 10-11:30 A.M. 2000 1000 

34 Sept. 	1 10.11:30 A.M. 2000 900 R.O. 

• Note: M.T.—Measuring threshold 
M.0.—Measuring optimum 
R.T. —Rotation threshold ra. 1500 impulses per minute 
R.O. —Rotation optimum (—Voltage beyond which speed derreares.) 
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These excerpts from my protocol may sufEce to show the reader the slow 
increase in counting rate as the days passed by. I measured the energy output 
of the charged counter tube three times daily for the foilowing four weeks. 
Until the end of Septembcr 1947, more than 300 tests were made, one minute 
per one count series. 1 learned slowly to distinguish between the minimum 
voltage that was necessary to count impulses, and the minimum voltage 
that was necessary to produce continuous rotation of thc pointer in the im-
pulse recorder. The first 1 termcd "measuring threshold" (M.T.), the second 

"rotation threshold" (R.T.). "Rotation" of the indicator ncedle in the impulse 
recorder denotes an EVEN, SMOOTH SEQUENCE OF OR ENERGY EFFECTS OR "IM- 

PULSES"  amounting to an EVEN MOTION OF ROTATION, 	LINEAR ACTION COM- 

POSED OF EVENLY DISTRIBUTED IMPULSF-S. There was no so-called "platcau," as in 
nuclear energy during increase of voltage. The number of impulses per 
minute (cpst) increased steadily and more or less steeply as the voltage was 
increased in steps of about 25 volts. The threshold voltage varicd by about 
50 volts up or down, according to weather and OR energy concentration, or 
according to the location of the counter tube. There was usually a steep riso 
in the output of impulses, about 100 or 150 volts above the measuring thres-
hold. There was a further steady increase in speed of rotation for another 100 
to 200 volts. But when the voltage was further increased, say from 950 to 
1000 volts, the speed of rotation decreased again ("jAmmtNo"). There was an 
"optimum voltage" for measurement of rotation. The rotation optimum was 
usually around 950 volts with the Geiger-Müller Counter CMB-3A. The 
measuring optimum was around 750 volts. 

The rate of impulse output per minute would increase during the first 
4 to 5 minutes of counting or rotating; the action in the counter tube itself 
would enhance the output of OR energy impulses. 

It became cucar, furthermore, that one has to keep the Geigcr counter tube 
within a narrou, accumulator in order to charge it up. That, on the contrary, 

to discharge the counter tube one achicved the best results by keeping it 
outside the accumulator during operation. This can be explained in the fol-

lowing manner: 
The counter tube itself constitutes a small OR accumulator. lt consists of a 

cylindrical metal tube, the "cathode" for the negative tension, and an outer 
nonmetallic protecting cylinder, usually of coated glass or metal of different 
thickness ("sensitivity"). This arrangement is the same as the one used for 
the accumulation of atmosphcric OR energy. It is in itself suflicient to estab-
lish a reversed potential between outside OR energy and inner OR energy. 

Transfer of counter 
roto hall, 15 ft. from 
metal orgone room 

Tube in accumulator 

Rotation threshold: 

tube inside accumula-
tor 

Rotation optimum vol-
tage 

Tube nakcd on table 
Rotation optimum 

Tube inside accumula-
ter 
Tube outside accumu-
lator 
Tube outside accumu-
lator 
Tube outside accumu-

lator 



Potenticri diflerence between 	 Potern'ial difterente berweerr 

counter cube and free air counter tube and OR accumulator 

g 
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The counter tubo will, therefore, continuously soak up atmospheric OR 
energy. Ir constitutes by its very struczure the stronger orgonotic system, and, 
accordingly, will draw energy from the surrounding atmosphere. The higher 
its own charge, the stronger the action of absorption of surrounding energy 
must become. This function accounts for the suddcn increase in energy 
output after a day or twa of soaking up energy. It also accounts for the steep 
increase in energy output with only a slight increase in voltage above the 

measurement threshold. 
I must leave it to further investigation to decide whether the following 

interpretation of the faster action outsidc the accumulator is correct or not. 

The counter tubo (Type: GLC-11, Herbach & Rademan) attached to 

counter CMB-3A gave higher counting nurnbers when working outsidc the 

OR accumulator. My impression was that this was due to the steeper po-
tential between counter tube and thc atmospheric OR tension. It scemed to 

work more slowly when incide the accumulator because the difference in OR 

concentration within the counter tube and the surrounding air within the 

accumulator was srnaller: 

Tube OR leve! 	 Tube levei 

Accumulator levei 

Akir OR levei 

In other words: The counter tube appearcd to soak bettcr within the 

accumulator and to discharge bater in the frcc air. 

But this explanation is contradicted by the action of the ()the,-  counter tube 

of the counter field set GLP-215. Here the action aí rotation stopped instantly 
when the counter tube was removed from its metal container and was put on 
the table far enough from an orgonotic system, an accumulator ar the human 
organism. Why did the one counter tube increase its activity in the free air 
while the other stopped functioning? I could not teli. It is not necessary to 
answer at once ali questions which come up in such a vast new field. Bur 
we must keep this contradiction well in rnind. Its simple solution may bc 
found in the course af further cxperimentation. It may well lx that thc 
special difference in construction aí the amplifying radio tube system ar 
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battery-fed as against Tine-fed voltage supply was responsible for the differ-
ence in action. Bui both GM seis had in common the main functions of 
soaking up OR energy in air with high orgonotic concentration, and the 
output of energy ta a sufficient degree to create an even sequente of impulses, 
Lr., a motor force in the impulse counter. 

The highest rate of rotation which I achieved in the counter sei CMB-3A 
during the en days cif soaking up OR energy was 2000 CPM. The other coun-
ter sei, GLP-215, whose voltage could not be regulated, had given a rotation 
rate optimum of about 130 impulses per second ar about 8000 Gim after 
troo rnonths of charging with argente energy. 

I wouid like ta mention a few outstanding features of the GM action under 
the influente of orgone energy which require further eIaboration: 

The action usually slows dou•n shortly More raia. 1t speeds up again as 
soon as the OR energy is liberated during Me process of raining. 

When the rotation optimum is reached with about, say, 1000 volts, after 
a period of functioning a decrease in voltage to 950 ar even 900 volts will 
still maintain the optimum rate. The reduction of voltage may even further 
increase the speed of rotation. On September 2, I counted, with the counter 
tube free in the air: 

120 CPM with 800 volts 
1000 CPM with 870 volts 
1200 CPM with 1000 volts 
1500 cpm with only 900 volts 

This means that the relation of the exciting voltage to the orgonotic action 
is not of a mechanical, but, as we would expect, of a functionai nature. 
Neither do the threshold voltages act mechanically; they vary within certain 
limits. This apparent "lawIessness" is an important characteristic of ali or-
gonotic natural functions. 

On September 3, I counted within six minutes, at 800 volts applied con-
tinuously, 145, 235, 453, 380, 400 and 363 CPM each consecutive minute. 

The same day I counted with the measuring optimum of 750 volts within 
8 consecutive minutes, the following impulse outputs: 115, 120, 148, 100, 
205, 140, 85 and 60. The tube was within the accumulator. 

On Septernber 7, I counted, after a preliminary test of two minutes, 55 im-
pulses at 700 volts and 45 impulses at 750 volts; within seven minutes, at a 
rotation voltage of 950 volts applied steadily, 400, 500, 1150, 1300, 1300, 1350, 
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1300. Imrnediatcly afterward I counted in two consecutive minutes 65 C.PM 

at 750 volts; then, again at 950 volts, 700, 850, 1100, 1100, 700, 900 and 

1100 CPM. 

These facts seem to demonstrate the functional, nonmechanical character 
of the OR energy action uncquivocally. 

On September 8, 1 counted at 950 volts 1350 and 1600 impulses during two 
consecutive minutes with the counter tube free in the air. 

The reaction of the counter tube at other times would appear steadier and 
closer to mechanical action, as for instance on September 6. 1 counted that 
day at 10 a.m. with the tube dose to a five-fold cylindrical OR accumulator 
in the course of seven minutes: 

CPM at 	Voltage 

55 670 
60 750 

900 1000 
1400 950 

50 700 
65 750 

1400 950 

The rotation optimum reached a value aí 1600 impulses at 950 volts on 
September 8 at 4 P.M., that is about 27 counts per second (!) with the counter 
tube suspended freely in the air of the laboratory hall above the table. 

According to nuclear physical aspects of "cosmic rays," a counter tube 
would reduce its action when shielded by lead ar thick walls of iron. 1 put 
the counter tube into an iron cylinder of 1/, of an inch thickness and put 

a I/8-inch thick sheet of lead around it. The counts at the measuring optimum 
of 750 volts incrcased on September 9 and 10 from the previous 40 to 50, to 

around 80 (!) CPM in the laboratory hall. The rotation optimum was 1500 

CPNI with the tube inside the thick-walled metal cylinder on September 11. 
In order to make sure of my finding that the tube has to soak full with 

orgone to have the pointer of the recorder rotate evenly, I had ordered two 

new counter tubes from the firm of Herbach and Rademan in Philadelphia 
(both, types GLC-19). I had to answer the following questions: 

1. What would be the rate cif reaction in a new counter tube, unaffected 
by OR energy, in the free air outside Me laboratory building? 
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2. How long does a new counter tube have to soak up OR before yielding 
a rotary rate of evenly succeeding impulses? 

3. Is there any OR energy field reaching beyond the building that houses 
the OR room? And, if it exists, how far does it reach? 

4. Does the counter tube measure the radiating energy in its surroundings, 
or does it measure its own inner, soaked-up energy? 

It was most essencial ta find out whether ar not the counter tube could 
be used at all for measuring externa! OR energy. This would be impossible 
if the counter tube counts only its own inner content of energy. 

The two new couater tubes arrived on September 11, at 3 P.M. One of 
them (Tube No. I) 1 deposited immediately in a lide building situated 
about 50 feet away from ,he main laboratory building. This small wooden 
building does not contais any arrangements which could accumulate orgone 
energy. The second counter tube (Tube No. II) I took into the laboratory hall, 
attached it immediately to the extension amplifier cif GM-CMB-3A and began 
to count. Since Tube No. II had surely not soaked up OR energy yet, its 
counring rate could be regarded as a reaction to the outer orgone charge in 
the laboratory hall. If, furthermore, the rotation was due solely to OR energy 
within the tube after severa' days of soaking, two effects were to be expected: 

I. The rate at the measuring threshold would be lower with Me control 
tube than with the charged tube. The counts would increase in Tube No. II 
during the next few days when kept in the OR accumulating cylinder of iron 
and lead. 

2. Tube No. II, which was located in the hall within an accumulator would 
show increasing rotation effects in a few days or weeks. Tube No. I which 
was kept outside the building, would keep its low rate of measurement and 
it would not show any rotation effect within the same period of time. 

Should these predictions, made on the hasis of the previous experiment, 
prove correct, the facts could be established beyond doubt, that: 

1. The Geiger counter tube counts SURROUNDING OR energy effects when 
it is itself unchargcd orgonotically. 

2. ir counts an additional effect when charged with OR energy, that is, 
its own charge plus the charge in the atmosphere. 

3. The motor force which causes rotation of the pointer originates in Me 
tube itself after a period of charging itself spontaneously with OR energy. 

The counting rate with Tube Nu. 11 immediately after its arrival within 
the laboratory hall was the following: 
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c:Pa.t 	 Voltage On September 15 at 11 A.M., the fifth day of charging, the rate was: 

30 	 650 
35 	 700 i 

,i 1 
Minutes CPM 

50 
Voltage 

750 
40 	 750 1 

2 55 900 
55 	 950 3 95 950 
90 	 1000 (no rotation) 4 250 1000 
70 	 900 5 400 1000 
55 	 750 6 650 1000 

The rate was lower with Tube I than with Tube No. II. There was no 7 670 1000 
rotation effect, only a few single short "bursts" of clicks. 

On September 12, the next day, at 10 A.M. the counts with Tube No. II were: 

CPM 	 Voltage 

8 700 1000 (Rotation 	optimum, 
ca. 12 impulses per 

second) 

The rotation effect appeared for the first time after five days. The rate on 
September 16 was about the same, only a bit less, due to rainy weather. 

On September 15, 1947, in the early afternoon, I tried to determine the 
orgonotic conditions in the atmosphere in the vicinity of the laboratory by 
means of the supposedly uncharged Tube No. I, which had been kept all 
the time in the wooden building nearby and had never been in the OR- 

The counts were made with the tubo freely suspended in the air about 6 	 charged laboratory hall. I expected to find the usual rate of reaction to 

inches above the table. There was no steady rotation, and the rate was un- 	 "cosmic radiation," i.e., about 8-12 CPM. 1 was wrong. The count was the 

changed as compared with the first day. 	 following in the open fresh air on the porch of my laboratory: 

33 700 
42 750 
25 	(?!) 800 
45 850 
55 900 
85 with single "bursts" 950 

The third control, on September 13 at 11 A.M., gave: 

CPM Voltage 
43 650 
30 750 

36 850 
125 950 

It was raining that day. On September 14 in the early morning, the 

rate was: 

	

CPM 	 Voltage 
750  

	

35 	 650 

	

35 	 750 

CPM Voltage 
46 650 
60 1000 (no rotation) 
53 750 
52 750 
42 750 
36 750 
46 750 
41 750 
50 
40 

	

35 	 900 	 As expected, thete was no rotation at 1000 volts, in contradistinction to 

	

70 	 950 	 Tube No. II. But the measuring rate at 750 volts was very high considering 

	

145 	 1000 (no rotation) 	 the newness of the tule, its absence from the laboratory and the measurement 
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in the open air. I suspected that the OR energy efiect of Me OR energy roam 
in Me main building reached far into the open, beyond the confines of the 
walls of Me building. 1 was right. When I put the GM counter up about 50 
feet away from the outer walls of the laboratory, I still obtained about the 
same rate of ca. 60 cru with 750 volts as on the porch and within the build-
ing. There was, of course, the other possibility that the tube had soaked up 

OR energy even in the little wooden building, and that it counted its own 
energy charge. It was impossible to remove the device still farther away 
from the laboratory, since I had not enough cable at hand. It remained to 
be determined later what the rate would be with an entirely new tube which 

had never been even in the vicinity of an OR energy laboratory. Since every 
single building at Orgonon and in Forest Hills, N.Y., contains at least one 
OR accumulator, it was to be expected that the air would be "contaminated" 
with OR energy concentration wherever work was done with orgone energy. 
But the high rate (60 cPml?) 50 feet away from the laboratory remained a 
major finding in orgone research. I could understand better now why the 
laboratory seemed to luminate during thunderstorms, and why I had heard 
strong discharges within the OR room during one particular thunderstorm 
carly in August 1947, though no direct lightning hit had occurred. The metal-
lined OR energy roem is heavily grounded with thick wires in several 
places. This constitutes some safety against accumulation of charges during 
thunderstorms. At the same time, there is some danger for anyonc who works 
with high voltage within the metal room. All work within this room is done 
with a heavy insulating material underfoot. 

The general conclusions reached so far were the following: 
1. The presence of a structure containing. strong metallic accumulators 

seems essential to the production of a motor force, i.e., even sequente of 
impulses in Me GM counter tube. 

2. The counter tube must soak up OR energy for a period of several days 
or iveeks in arder to produce rotation in Me recordes. 

3. It appears. but it is not yet firmly established, that the metal-lined OR 
energy room has to function over a long period of time in order to produce 

an efficient concentration of atmospheric OR energy. 
4. The orgone laboratory building itself has a wide, strongly efective OR 

energy ficld, as demonstrated by Me rate of measuremcnt with al,rEw counter 
tube in thr. open air at 50 feet distante frorn Me building. 

5. The rate of 6-o00 crm (100-130 impulses per second) which had been 
achievcd with Me GM Field Set after cight weeks' exposure, had NOT been 
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reproduced with Me GM Set CMB-3A, atter nearly three wecks' expoture of 
NEw counter tubes to concentrated atmospheric OR mero. 

The fact that a Geiger counter tube can be charged orgonotically, that it 
can keep and count its own charge, is unknown to nuclear physics, so far as 
1 know. Accord'ng to nuclear physics, the Geiger counter tube itself is not 
a radiating structure. The counter tube is assumed to be hit by penetrating 
radiation from outside. There has to be some source of nuclear radiation in 
the vicinity of the tube to make it register impulses. Where such a source of 
nuclear radiation cannot lx found, and the tube still registers rays, then 
nuclear physics speaks of "stray radiation," whatever that may lx. The 
"stray radiation" is to account for the action of the counter cube without a 
determinable source of energy, just as the "natural leak" is to account for 
the spontaneous discharge of electroscopes. 

Yet, what is called "stray radiation" and "natural leak," "static," "heat 
waves" and "bad seeing," are clear-cut effects of the atmospheric OR energy 
which is unknown to present-day physics. A heap of metal, simple iron, 
stecl wool, etc. in the neighborhood of the instrument, or some concentration 
of atmospheric OR energy of whatever kind, will change the so-called "back-
ground" counts of "cosmic radiation." Since the source of cosmic radiation 
has never been accounted for; since, furthermore, the powerful atmospheric 
OR energy has beca demonstrated by the electroscopic rates of discharge, by 
the differences in temperature, and now also by the Geiger-Müller counter, 
the questions necessarily arise: 

1. Is not the so-called cosmic radiation merely the natural and normal ex-
pression of atmospheric OR energy? Is it necessary to place its origin in far 
outer spaces of the universe when OR energy has been demonstrated right 
here as a rotating energy envelope of our planet? 

2. The rate of cosmic radiation on Geiger-Müller counters amounts to ca. 
8-15 eras, as the so-called "background count." Could not Mis be Me normal 
rate of unconcentrated atmospheric orgone? 

The fact that a Geiger counter tube has a structure similar to a miniature 
OR accumulator (nonmetallic matter outside and a metal cylinder, the 
cathode, inside) is sufficient for orgone physics to understand its capacity to 
soak up OR encrgy in a highly concentrated orgonotic atmosphere. We 
should try to understand the action of the counter tube from the following 
point of view: 

When a counter tube is used which has never bem exposed to concentrated 
energy, it may be asmmed that it counts the normal and natural rate of 
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incident atmospheric OR rays, ca. 8-15 em, the so-called "cosmic radiation." 
When the counter cube is brought near or within a concentrated OR 

energy field, it will, according to observations so far, count a rare of between 
40 and 60 cash It may be assumed with some degree of certainty that the 

uncharged counter tube is still counting incident radiation froco the sur-

rounding atmosphere. 
When the counter tube is kept during the intervals between the =sum. 

rnents in an atmosphere without any concentration of OR energy, the counts 
of concentrated OR cncrgy in the air may vary within certain limits, but 
they will not exceed 60 counts per minute at 50 to 100 volts above the measur-
ing threshold of 650 to 750 volts. The counts may rise to 80 or even 90 im-
pulses per minute at 950 ar 1000 volts, but therc will be no rotation uf Me 

pointer in the recorder, i.e., no rapid, even succession of events. 
When the counter tube is kept continuousiy in orgone-concentrated air, 

the same voltage that gave, say, 40 impulses per minute in the beginning, 
will sono yield up to 80 per minute. That means that the tube now does not 
only count the incident radiation, but that it counts in addition to that its 

own content of energy. 
As we increase the voltage, the impulses increase in number more or less 

steadiiy. After allowing a certain period of ume for the counter cube to soak 
up energy from the surrounding air containing highly concentrated OR 
energy, more or less rapid rotation of the pointer will ser in, beginning with 
"hursts" of impulses at perhaps 850 or 900 volts, continuing with slow, uneven 
roration of the pointer at a rate of about 5 to 10 impulses per second to as 
much as 30, 40 and more impulses per second. Thc longer the voltage of about 
900 to 1000 volts acts upon the OR energy charge within the counter tube, 
the higher the rate per minute will climb, while the voltage may remain the 
same or even be decreased by 50 or 100 volts. Further increase of voltage will 

not increase but decrease the rate. 
I would like to stress this point: Whatever interpretation may be applied 

to the basic rate of 30 to 50 crus, the efiert of rotation of Me pointer in the 
impulse recorder rannot be accountcd for by any other source of energy than 
that of OR energy, highly concentrated within Me counter tube. This will 

Se corroborated later by experiments of a quite different nature. 
Whether a large metal OR roam is necessary to produce rotation, or 

whether the presence of ao OR accumulator in the vicinity is sufficient to 
produce the same effect, has srifl to be determined. 
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As in all orgonotic functions, a functional identity between the charged 
counter tube and the living organism can be estahlished. 

1 reported in the beginning that the energy output seemed faster whcn the 
counter tube was kept in the open air during the counting, and in the 
accumulator during the intervals. That scems to indicate that OR energy, 
which is absorbcd within the accumulator, is discharged during the counting. 
The living organism reacts just the sarne way. It will charge up with OR 
energy within the OR energy accumulator, as seen in the rise of temperature, 
the subjective sensations, the reddening of the face, etc.; it will icei more 
active and vigorous in the open air after it has been charged. We may safeiy 
assume that the invigorating effects of a comhined sun-and-water bath upon 
the organism follows the sarne rufe of charge ira the sun and discharge of OR 
energy in the water (since water absorbs OR). There is what may Ix called a 
airraaorant of OR energy in the living organism, consisting of an alternate 
and continuous charge and discharge. The healthy organism is capable of 
absorbing much armospheric OR energy and of discharging a great deal 
afterward, as in ali kinds of sports and in orgastic satisfaction. The weak or 
sick organism has a low capacity for charging itself up with orgone from the 
surrounding atmosphere and a reduced capacity for discharging OR cnergy. 
It has, in other words, a low OR energy metabolisrn. 

We could not in any way expiain the charging of an organism with bio-
encrgy in a sun bath if we did not assume a reversed potential from the lower 
to the higher levei. The siightest difference in OR energy concentration 
within the organism or the Geiger counter tube with respect to the sur- 
rounding air (the tube ar the organism being the stronger system) will 
automatically induce a self-charging process, whereby further OR energy is 
raken up from the air. There also exists, as explained in the beginning, a seif-
regulating principie by means of which a steady levei of orgone charge 
("capacity") is maintained through discharge of OR energy into the sur-
rounding atmospherc. Otherwise the living organism, as well as the counter 
tube, would finally "hurst" with orgone charges. 

In any case, the mechanical law of potencial from the higher to the lower 
levei alone cota by no means make comprehensible the function of self- 
charge in the tube or in the living organism. According to the mechanical 
law of potentiai difference, the higher charge could not be maintained; it 
cedei not be increased from a lower levei of surrounding energy. The or-
gari:sal would have to tose energy ali the time. 
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Chart A, p. 230, shows cicarly the functional character of this reaction. The 
charge in voltage produced the following rates in one operation on August 
31, 1947, at 2:30-3:30 P.M., with a counter tube (Mudei GLG11, Herbach 
Rademan in Philadclphia) after thrce days soaking in the OR room. 

CPM Voltage 
60 700 
60 750 
70 750 

185 800 
250 850 
770 900 

1450 y000 
1500 1050 
1500 1000 
1500 900 
1830 1000 

Chart B, p. 231, shows the difference between the counts of cosmic radia-
tion, nuclear energy and OR energy. The curves corresponding tu the 
typical reaction of nuclear radiation to Geiger-Müller counts are drawn 
from Barton Hoag, EtEcntoN AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS. (New York, 1938, 
p. 429.) 

a. The measurement of NR energy requires a higher threshold voltage 
than OR energy. The general validity of this assumption would have to be 
established by experimentation on different counters and with a great variety 
of rubes. 

b. In the measurement of NR energy, there appears a "plateau" (p). There 
is no plateau with OR energy. The counts increase more or less stecply with 
the voltage. The "hackground" counts due to "cosmic radiation" average 
4-8 per minute, with a maximum, according to Hon, of ca. 50 to 60 counts 
at a voltage as high as 1200 volts. The maximum of other NR energy counts 
at around 1150 volts is about 300 per minute or 5 per second. The average OR 
energy output at the threshold voltage of about 700-750 volts (with Tube 
GLC-11 and GM CMB-3A) was in a total of 68 counts (68 minutes) 75 CPM. 

The average of 21 counts (21 minutes) over ten days at a voltage of between 
800 and 850 volts was 583 CPM. The average in the same period of days in 
52 minutes (52 counts) was 1141 CPM at between 900 to 950 volts and 1203 
CPM (15 counts, or about 20 per second) at ca. 1000 volts. 

c. Chart C, p. 232, shows the changes in the rate of CPM within six con-
secutive minutes at a voltage kept constant at 950 volts. The rate was (with 
the counter tube placed within 2 cm. lead and Yz  cm. iron within a one 
cubic-foot OR charger): 

1 minute 	800 CPM 

2 minutes 	  850 CPM 

3 minutes 	  1300 CPM 

4 minutes 	  1200 cpm 
5 minutes 	  1250 CPM 

6 minutes 	  1300 cpm 

d. Chart D, p. 233, shows the result of a test madc on September 9, 1947, 
with control Tube No. I, which was located outside the laboratory building, 
ca. 50 feet away (ca. 100 feet away from Me orgone metal room). The counts 
in another control tube (III), treated the same way, were in 20 consecutive 
minutes: 

CPM Voltage 
40, 45, 45, 30 700 M.T. 
42,40 750 
50, 40 800 
65, 45 850 
56, 62 900 
150, 950, 1350, 1400, 1350, 1300 950 
disturbed slow reaction 
	

1000 
40 
	

700 

Control Tube No. III had also soaked up OR energy, even as far as 100 feet 
from the OR room, and outside the laboratory building at that, after one 
month, as against a few days in Tube II; the charge was sufficient to produce 
rotation at a rate of about 23 impulses per second. This fact points to a rather 
strong OR energy field around Me laboratory building of at least 100 feet 
tvidth; it is crucial to the understanding of some Oranur effects. 

e. 'The change in rate of impulses at the same voltage, reported in charts 
C and D, points to a process which is unknown, as far as I know, except 
perhaps in atornic chain reactions. /t is a self-regulatory, self-charging, 
stepping-up function in orgonotic functions. In mechanical processes une has 
to apply higher or stronger stimuli to achieve stronger reactions. The relation 
between stimulus and reaction may be linear or not, hut the effect is always 
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Chart A. CPM with GM Concita CMB-3A. Tubc GLC-11, Aug. 31,1947, 2:30-3 P.M. 
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Clurt B. TABLE OF COMPAR)SON 

OR: NR; "COSMIC" RADIATION ("BACKGROUND1 2t approx. 1000 volts. A vcrage CPM: 1203; 
25; 10. (NR and COSMIC RA data according to Hoag.) Measurcment of OR July 31-Scptemkr 9, 1947 
with CM Countcr CMB-3A (Ilerhach & Radcrnan); GM-Tubc GLC-11. 
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C.hart C. SELF-CHARGE iN OR ENERGY 

OR-charged GM Counter Teste (GLC-11) operating durld'ag siz coara-uive minutes (with GM Counter 

CMB-3A) as 950 volts, &fs.  st-eady. Count; were mede with tubo placed within 1 cm. 'tad and 36 em. imã 
cyhodcr within a Dist cubie foot OR charges. 
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Chart D. CONTROL TUBE (1). kcpt OUTSIDE OR laboratory, after orse mornh exposure to OR 
cnergy field of OR roam, 100 ft. distante. kis soaked up enough OR ersergy to yicld rotary motor effertí 

measured during cleven conscrusive minutes (Sept. 29. 1947). 
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dependent upon the quantity of the stimuh. This is not the rule in orgone 
physics. 

We know from our work with emocional reactions that an emotion (a 
clear-cut orgonotic function of the living organism) can be stepped-up in 
intensity without any further outer stimuli, simply through its own function-
ing. In sexual functioning the stimulus may remain the same or even cease 
to exert influente; thc orgonotic excitation may still increase solely by its own 
inner dynamics. The same is true in the perhaps most representative orgonotic 
function of embryonic development; in the beginning, the stimulus to cell-
division and develnpment is merely the penetration of the ovum by the sperm. 
But this single stimulus suffices to set in motion a pnxess of self-excitation 
and increase of energy processes by way of the orgonotic potential, as strong 
as that of an embryonic devtlopment. The same, furthei more, is the case in 
the orgonotic lumination of argon gas cubes. We excite the gas tube by a 
mgving OR energy field which remains constant; but the lumination in-
creases the longer wc let the stimulus, which remains the same, act upon 
the cube. 

I said in the beginning that physical and even astronomical OR energy 
phenomena, as, for instante, the aurora borealis, can be studied best if we 
orient ourselves in self-regulatory living functions. This also applies to the 
reaction of the GM counter. The jump in the number of counts from 850 to 
1300 during the third minute is a non-mechanical, self-regulatory, junctional 
process due to the ability of an excited orgonotic system to draw more and 
more energy from the OR energy ocean, according to the orgonomic potencial. 

This is crucial for the understanding of many bio-energetic functions. 
It seems quite clear now that the energy system called "organism" could 

not maintain its functioning if it followed the law of the mechanical potencial 
difference only, i.e., from high to low. The organism would losc its energy; 
it would inevitably dissipate into the surrounding air. The organism would 
quickly dissolve if it did not kcep a levei of energy constantly higher than 
that of che environment. As a matter of fact, chis happens when che orgonotic 
pulsation in the organism ceares to function, when "death" occurs: The body 
substance loscs its coherence, it "falis apart"; it }ases its orgone energy to the 
surrounding lower energy levei because the orgonomic potential has slowly 
decreased and finally ceased to function. "Aging" may therefore be regarded 
as an outer expression of a slow dccrease of the orgonomic potencial and loas 
of bio-energy. 
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